Let A be an abstract stratification. Assume that every stratum X is a riemannian manifold. We first give some conditions, under which it is possible to endow A with a suitable metric extending a well known technique of riemannian manifolds. Then stronger conditions are introduced in order that the metric space A becomes a G-space. An abstract stratification with all the above conditions is called an abstract riemannian stratification. Whitney stratifications are, in a natural way, riemannian.
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manifold M let ίP°°(M) be the ring of smooth real valued functions on M, and let T P M be the tangent space at p £ M.
If g is a riemannian metric on M, for each v £ T P M the length ||v|| = g p (y, v) is defined; if g^ are the components of g with respect to local coordinates centered at p and v ι are those of v, then
1/2
The length of a differentiate curve L parametrized by φ: [ dt.
An abstract stratification is a triple (A, S?, £Γ) where
• A is a connected, locally compact topological space with a countable base; • S? is a locally finite partition of ^4 into locally closed subsets, the strata, such that if X, Y e & and X n 7 φ 0, then X c 7; moreover every X € ^ is a manifold without boundary with the induced topology; • ZΓ = {7χ, π^, /?χ} is the family of the control data:
-Tx is an open neighbourhood of X in A, -πx: T x -• X is a continuous retraction, -/>*: 7> -^ [0, +oc) is the tubular function (see [9] , [13] ). We shall often denote the triple {A, <¥, <F) by A for short. For each integer r > 0 define S? r = {X e S? \ dimX < r}, ^r = \Jx e^r X' Then it is easy to define, by restriction, control data <T r so that A^ = {A r ,<9 ?r ,<9 rr } is an abstract stratification, called the rskeleton of A. If A = A^ for some r £ N we shall say that A is finite dimensional and the smallest r with this property is called dim A. We shall always suppose that A is finite dimensional; if n = dim ^4 then Y^A = ^(" -1) is non-empty and .4* = ^ -ΣA is dense in A; each stratum X is endowed with a riemannian metric gx.
2. Let (X, rf) be a metric space. We use the notation [xyz) to indicate that x, y, z are distinct points of X and d(x, y) + d(y, z) = d(x, z) ("y lies between x and z").
The length λ(x) of a curve x(t) [a < t < b) is defined in the usual way: for any partition δ: a = t 0 < t\ < t k -b we put λ(x, δ) = X) d(x(ti),x(ti-\)) and A(x) = supλ(x, δ); the metric ύf is intrinsic if d[x 9 y) equals the infimum of the lengths of all curves from x to y.
A segment T(y, z) is a curve from y to z of length d(y, z): it is a shortest join of y to z and any subarc is a segment.
A geodesic is a local isometry σ: i? -• X; in particular a geodesic is locally a segment.
The metric space (X, d) is called a G-space if (i) the closed balls are compact; (ii) the metric d is intrinsic; (iii) the axioms P and U (listed below) are satisfied. Axiom P (local prolongability): each point p of X has a neighbourhood ί/p such that for distinct x, y in U p there exists z e X with Condition (i) is often called finite compactness. Condition (ii) is equivalent (for finitely compact metric spaces) with the so-called Menger convexity: For each x, y e X (x φ y) there exists a point z eX such that (xyz). Conditions (i), (ii) ensure that segments exist, almost locally; if axiom P holds then each segment can be extended to a geodesic, uniquely if axiom U holds.
The most important results on G-spaces are contained in [5] , [6] , [7] . G-spaces include complete riemannian manifolds; the theory developed in [5] , [6] , [7] leads one to recognize which theorems pertain to G-spaces theory and which to riemannian geometry. We shall prove that in suitable hypotheses d A is a metric on A which induces the stratification topology. For this we need the following DEFINITION 2. Let A be an abstract stratification and a topological manifold. The C° structure is compatible with the smooth structures of the strata if for every coordinate system (U,φ) (i) for each x e U 9 if X is the stratum which contains x, then there exists a neighbourhood U x of x in X such that {U x ,φ \ U x ) is a coordinate system of the smooth structure of X\ the C° structure is compatible with the riemannian structures of the strata if in addition:
Riemannian metrics on abstract stratifications. Let L be a curve parametrized by
( We suppose at first that p e X and there exists a stratum Y such thatX<Y andL-{/?}c 7. Then we can cover L -{/?} with coordinate neighbourhoods Y# as in the Definition 2. If {Vj} is the corresponding refinement, then there exist curves L, such that L/ c V\ and L/ n L/ + i is a point, for every /.
If we put a t = |L, |, β t = \\Li\\, A n = Σ>, , B n = Σβi we get (see [4] ) hence:
(1) 0<
The above (1) 
||p(#)|| is the euclidean norm of φ(q).
The theorem follows from (3) with a standard argument (see [2] or [4] ).
REMARKS. 1. The long spiral of R 2 and more generally any euclidean curve with infinite length, equipped with the geodesic distance, does not satisfy Definition 2(ii).
2. In general d A does not induce onley the metric gχ\ nevertheless the immersion X -» A is a local isometry if X is maximal. In particular the geodesies of X (with respect to gχ) are the traces on X of those of A.
Compatibility. In the present section we shall consider only stratifications A with the following properties:
A is a topological manifold, the topological structure is compatible with the riemannian metrics gx, X €. &.
By Theorem 1 such a stratification is a metric space (A, d A );we are looking for condition which make this metric space a G-space. Finite compactness is the first axiom of G-spaces. So we are led to consider only stratifications compact in the sense of The other axioms need some compatibility conditions among the metrics g x .
The first requirement is that so that d A is intrinsic (see [7] ). It follows that (A f d A ) is convex (see [7] (1.5), also [6] (5.18)). The second condition of compatibility is for every p e A there exists a neighbourhood U of p such that if {x n }, {yn} are sequences in U which con- (5) verge respectively to some x, y e U, then the segements T(x n , yn) converge to the segment T(x,y) in the Hausdorff metric (see [3] or [5] ).
If (5) holds, it is sufficient to prove the axiom of local prolongability in the following situation:
x, y belong to an open convex subset U c A, x e A*, y We shall divide the proof in two steps. 1st step: T is closed in U Π Σ^. Let {t n } be a sequence of points of T which converges to t* e U n ΣA. For each n e N let be z n such that (xt n z n ); because of the finite compactness of A 9 we can assume that z* = lim z n G U. Then by (5):
T(t n , z n ) converges to T(t*, z*) and T(x, z n ) to T(x, z*) 9 so that it follows from T(t n ,z n ) c Γ(JC,Z Λ ) that T{t*,z*) c Γ(JC,Z*). Hence (xί*z*) holds and ί* e Γ as required. The question of finding sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of the prolongation is still open, even for manifolds with boundary (see [1] ). We just observe that the following
As a matter of fact, if L is a segment and λ{L) Φ \L\ then λ{L) < \L\. It follows that there exist points p\, P2 € L and a curve Li with endpoints P\,Pι such that \L\\ < \L X2 \ (where Li2 is the restriction of L). But L\2 is a segment, so the last inequality gives a contradiction.
A compact stratification A with compatibility properties (4) and (5) and uniqueness of the prolongation is a G-space (as metric space ), see [6] ).
REMARK. Let X, Y be strata of an abstract stratification A with Y cΎ and dimX = dimA
Let g x be a riemannian metric on X, such that: for every vector field v on Y, if v is a controlled extension of v, then for every y e 7, taken a sequence {x n } in X converging to y, the sequence converges to a limit, which does not depend on the choice of {x n }. By results of [5] it is possible to show that there exists a riemannian metric gy on Y such that gγ(y){v, v) 1 / 2 is equal to the limit above. In other words a gx as above induces a riemannian metric gy for every stratum Y c X. If the strata X c A with dimX = dim A are equipped with a g x as above and for every Y c £) A the resulting g γ is the same (i.e. does not depend on the choice of X such that Y c X), the resulting collection {gz}ze^(A) satisfies (4) [10] or [12] .) COROLLARY 
(b)-regularity implies I-regularity.
Proof. The geodesic distance is d A and induces the subspace topology (see [14] ).
Proof of the Proposition. It is sufficient to show that A is connected by arcs of finite length. To this purpose it is sufficient to show that for every X e S"(A) and every x e X it is possible to join x with a point on the boundary of X by a curve of finite length. This follows in turn from the following fact (whose proof is an exercise in standard calculus): if y is a curve of R^ such that {γ -{γ{0)> y(l)}, y(0), γ(l)} is a Whitney stratification, then γ has finite length.
